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Direct and private contact with a professional Islamic Codicologist is a trump card for any
researcher, Bibliographer, collector and librarian who deals with Islamic Manuscripts and
Handwritten Works, Accordingly, on this website, it's possible to be directly and privately contact
with a professional Codicologist.

I am an Islamic Codicologist for hire with 7 years of experience in Islamic Codicology. Direct and
private contact with a professional Islamic Codicologist, before cataloging and pricing any
Manuscripts and nonprint materials is the wish of every researcher, Bibliographer, collector and
librarian who works in some way with these materials. Therefore, on my website, it is possible for
researchers, Bibliographers, collectors and librarians to be able to work with a professional Islamic
Codicologist. The space between me and my clients is quite scientific and I, as a Codicologist, will
be in charge of my clients to present and publish scientific results. any cataloging and pricing of
Manuscripts and nonprint materials at a professional level puts a new issue ahead of the
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Codicologist who must first identifies the best scientific method and then presents the best results,
and I've encountered hundreds of new issues over the past seven years.
I hold an MSc. in Islamic Codicology from Iranology Foundation in Tehran. as a freelance Islamic
manuscripts Cataloger, I have helped hundreds of Libraries and Manuscripts Collection. I have
experience with all common Islamic Languages such as Persian, Arabic and Turkish. I offer
Professional manuscripts cataloguing Services and related services. My services are tailored to
your particular needs. I can catalogue your Islamic manuscripts or rare books for you, with as
much or as little of your participation as you desire. During 7 years in manuscripts cataloguing, i
have built up comprehensive competencies in Islamic paleography. I am located in Iran and can
be reached at iskan.mo@gmail.com. It is also possible to contact me on my number:
+989182017691 or Instagram, Telegram, FaceTime and Imo.

Additional experience related with my Services
A- The Siyagh script

The Siyagh script refers to the special script of accounting in past centuries of Iran and neighboring
countries of Iran, Siyagh script was the only standard accounting script in the past centuries of Iran
which was then replaced by mathematical numbers. This script was usually stretched and consisted
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of numbers, letters, and weights. Professor Farasati has been a great help in the Siyagh script for
me.

B- Historical Papers

Identify types of paper has great importance in the codicology. Because these are paper and similar
materials (leather, wood, etc.) that allow people to make manuscripts and documents, The paper is
not made alike in different times and places and different times and places with some human and
nonhuman factors have produced some unique features in historical papers and you can draw
accurate conclusions with the differences in paper over historical documents and manuscripts for
example, determine whether the document is fake, Imagine now that you want to become a master
at recognizing historical papers, So you need to touch, examine and compare all or a large volume
of old paper types and come to your mind. Do you think it is possible for a person to have such a
collection of historical papers that he can touch, examine and compare and remember the
characteristics of each? Can anyone be found who has access to all or most of the old papers of
the Islamic world or Iran? In reply, yes, there is someone who is familiar with most of the papers
in the Islamic world and Iran and who is none other than Professor Habibollah-e- Azimi, the former
head of the manuscript department of the National Library of Iran and I have had the privilege of
having access to a vast collection of various historical papers in the Islamic world with the help of
Dr. HabibollahAzimi.
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C- Historical Seal and Stamp

Typically stamp in the field of Manuscripts and historical documents is a Tool for the purpose of
verifying text and material -most in documents- and the only difference today with the past is quick
and easy to read and understand content written in the stamps. Today, stamps are more concerned
with name and brand, but in the past a stamp had a valuable art in its heart that showed beauty and
grandeur. Historical stamps were trying to use aesthetic technique, the stamp for women was
feminine and the stamp for men was masculine, the stamp of ordinary people was ordinary and the
stamp of kings was completely royal. In the historical stamps it is easy to understand the
intellectual philosophy of the stamp owners. Professor Farasati has been a great help in the
Historical Seal and Stamp for me.
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D- Historical Calligraphy

The type of writing is another major elements in Cataloging manuscripts and Cataloging of
historical documents and the cataloger of manuscripts and documents should refer to this. Various
writing scripts have been used in writing manuscripts and documents in Persian and Arabic and
addition, at different times, writing scripts have had different styles and this issue itself will be key
in the cataloger's hands to discover forged documents and copies of the original, suppose you have
a manuscript or a document dating from past historical times, It is very easy to find out by its style
that the manuscript or a document is original or fake. I learned about the different styles of writing
in Persian and Arabic in manuscripts and historical documents in honorable Professors such as
Professor Ghelichkhani and Khanipour, and I have been exploring the more details on writing
styles of documents and manuscripts for many years. I can honestly say that if in a manuscript or
historical document you found a slight difference with the document's inserted date style you are
likely to face a fake case.
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E- Historical Document and Deed

During Iran's history documents have had a particular shape and style by time and place, and the
expert of historical documents is someone who is aware of the difference between historical
documents in terms of time and place and can determine what date the document belongs to.
Historical documents from ownership documents to marriage documents usually have seals and
signatures which are very important in their place. Forgery of historical documents is usually
forged by using old white papers (non-written) in manuscripts that is easily detectable by a master
of historical documents in most cases. The master of historical documents examines historical
documents to distinguish the fake document from the actual document, to do this, he Investigates
all the written composites, paper, written features, and so on. It is also here that familiarity with
the Siyagh script is necessary. The document cataloguer needs to be able to read the Siyagh script
and understand what is written in that script. I can say with confidence that most documents over
eighty years old in Iran are rich in Siyagh scripts. A manuscript cataloguer will deal with the Siyagh
script, but a historical document cataloguer will always be involved with the Siyagh script. And it
should be noted that the strangest thing in the historical documents is that When reading historical
documents, one is drawn to the past by a strange force and experience a dream journey, on the
condition that they read and understand the contents, especially histories and places. Professor
Anvar has been a great help in the historical document and deed for me.
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F- Historical Cover and Binding

The cover and its variants are listed in the manuscript cataloging, but in cataloging the historical
documents the covers is ignored unless a collection of historical documents has been covered by
the individual. In the past, a variety of materials were used to make the manuscript cover, as well
as the owner of the manuscript who was an ordinary person or the king, the covers made of
different grades, from gilded covers to plain covers. Collector The largest collector and expert of
historical covers in Iran is Professor Mehdi Atiqi. Professor Mehdi Atiqi's family has been active
in cover work and binding in five last century. This fact is truly amazing and unique and I have
had the great opportunity to learn this art from professor Mehdi Atiqi's. The Diagnosis types of
cover is an important factor in the identification of manuscripts, but it should be noted that the
original manuscript is not hidden in an fake cover, although the reverse is true.

Additional Experience
 Data analysis with Python, R and SAS.
 Web Developer with HTMl, CSS and JavaScript.

Interests and Activities



Mountaineering
Cooking
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